
Chapter 8

Boundary Layer Survey

The location of laminar to turbulent transition of the boundary layer, as estimated from the

surface pressure measurements, appears to shift significantly between the lowest and highest

Reynolds numbers tested. In a few cases the flow visualisation also provides indications of

boundary layer transition. More definitive measurements of the boundary layer state are de-

sirable given the importance of the boundary layer state to the overall flow. To perform these

measurements a three-dimensional traversing system and a fast response total pressure probe

(FRTPP) were designed and manufactured. In addition, methods were implemented to enable

both accurate determination of the model position and examination of the boundary layer state.

8.1 Three-Dimensional Traverse System

The three-dimensional automated traverse has interchangeable probe supports and is capable

of operating over the full pressure and velocity range of the tunnel. The traverse is mounted

on a 46 mm thick stainless steel plate that may be placed in any of the six side window frames

of the tunnel test section. The main traverse window has a 225 mm square opening that allows

access for the probe. The probe is held in position by the traversing plate. This plate can slide

˙100 mm vertically from the centre-line of the tunnel on two sets of linear bearings. The rails

that allow the plate to move vertically are indirectly attached to another set of linear bearings

that allow the traversing plate to move ˙100 mm horizontally from the centre of the window.

An o-ring around the edge of the 225 mm opening in the main traverse window provides a seal

between the two plates. The traversing plate is large enough that the o-ring around the opening

in the main plate is always covered.

The traversing plate is sandwiched between the main traverse window and a 100 mm thick

steel support frame designed to minimise the deflection of the traversing plate and the main
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144 8.1. THREE-DIMENSIONAL TRAVERSE SYSTEM

Figure 8.1: Traverse Interior

traverse window when the tunnel is pressurised. The traversing plate consists of a central

stainless-steel plate with Teflon adhered to both sides. The area of Teflon contacting the steel

support frame is optimised to reduce friction. The traversing window/support frame interface

is subjected to approximately four times the loading of the traversing window/main traverse

window interface when the tunnel is at its maximum and minimum pressures respectively. The

optimisation of the contact area of the Teflon ensured that at maximum tunnel pressure the

pressure on the Teflon is approximately 3 N=mm2; below this pressure the coefficient of friction

for Teflon increases significantly. A series of thin plates on the inside of the traverse keep the

flow around the traversing mechanism streamlined (Fig. 8.1). The third axis allows the probe

to be driven up to 300 mm perpendicular to the traversing plate. A hydrofoil-section support is

used to minimise probe vibration when the probe is inserted more than 150 mm from the side

of the tunnel. Appendix F shows diagrams of the traverse.

The traverse is controlled by a closed loop system. Movement of the vertical and horizontal

axes of the traverse is achieved using Frame-34 stepper motors and fine-pitched roller screws.

The fine-pitch roller screws allow these axes to be positioned accurately and with sufficient

force to move the traverse when the tunnel is fully pressurised. A smaller Frame-17 stepper

motor drives the probe attached to the traversing window. Linear position transducers measure

the position of all axes. These measurements are read by the controller and used to move
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the axes until the desired position is reached. The resolution of the traverse in all axes is

0:02 mm, with a positional accuracy of better than 0:1 mm under most conditions. A remote

control for the traverse has been developed to allow points on the surface of the model to be

measured efficiently. These points are used to determine the position of the model in traverse

coordinates. A new top window was designed and manufactured, that in combination with the

original window allows a model to be positioned in 150mm increments between xt D ˙750mm.

Figure 8.2: FRTPP general arrangement.

8.2 Fast Response Total Pressure Probe

The fast response total pressure probe (FRTPP) measures the total head with a miniature

differential pressure sensor close to the tip. Placing the sensor close to the tip increases the

frequency response of the probe. This probe is similar to those used in transonic [70] and

combusting [71] flow applications. The FRTPP is designed to be modular. It consists of a

number of sections as shown in Fig. 8.2. Each section can be changed to suit the flow being

measured. The FRTPP with a 1:2mm diameter tip and 1.5 bar sensor is detailed in Brandner et

al. [72]; in this paper its performance is compared against a hot film probe. For measurements of
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intermittency a calibration is not required; however, its sensitivity was monitored with regular

checks in the freestream. For the measurements around the spheroid at an incidence of �10ı

a 1:0 mm outside diameter (OD) tip was used. For all subsequent tests a 0:7 mm OD tip was

used. The probe used for the spheroid was otherwise as detailed in Brandner et al. [72]. The

miniature differential pressure sensor has a reference port that requires a non-conducting non-

corrosive medium. In order to use the tunnel static pressure as the reference a wet-dry interface

was manufactured with air on the dry side. This interface also acted as a filter so that only

lower frequency fluctuations (less than 10 Hz) in the tunnel static pressure would appear on

the reference side of the sensor.

Figure 8.3: Frequency response of FRTPP with 0:7 mm diameter tip at Re
l

D 2:0 � 106 as
used for boundary layer survey on spheroids at �0:2ı and �6:2ı. Output non-
dimensionalised using freestream dynamic pressure and a unity period.

The output of the probe has a natural frequency that is a function of the tube dimensions

and the stiffness of the probe sensor. The resonance peak due to this natural frequency is

filtered, as shown in Fig. 8.3. The probe output also shows a number of smaller resonance

peaks when the probe is in the freestream or in a laminar boundary layer. These resonance

peaks are due to vibrations that are a function of the unsupported length of the probe and
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vortex shedding from the stem and tip. The pressure fluctuations of the turbulent boundary

layer swamp these smaller peaks. The peaks due to vibration of the probe are minimised during

the boundary layer survey by placing the probe tip firmly on the surface of the model.

8.2.1 Probe Head and Tip

The length of the probe head is approximately 23 mm, to allow tapering of the head as it

approaches the tube that forms the tip. The tip is approximately 7 mm long. The OD of the

tip is determined from the competing desire to have the entire tip inside the boundary layer, and

to maximise the internal diameter (ID) to minimise viscous losses. The Mangler transformation

of the Thwaites’ method [73] estimates the momentum thickness of a laminar boundary layer

at xbc D 0 on the axisymmetric spheroid to be 0:057 mm at Re
l

D 4:0 � 106, using the surface

velocity distribution estimated from classical potential theory. If the momentum thickness is

assumed to be approximately one eighth of the total boundary layer thickness [53] this implies

a boundary layer height of about 0:5 mm.

The testing with the spheroid suggested improvements could be made to the probe head

design. The initial design continued the internal diameter of the tip through until the end of

the probe head (Fig. 8.6). When the probe head and sensor housing where threaded together

a discontinuous expansion of the ID into the volume housing the sensor occurred. This sensor

volume has a 2:8mm diameter and is approximately 0:2mm long, with the entry point opposite

the sensor diaphragm. Gradually increasing the internal diameter of the probe head as it

approaches the sensor should:

� improve the flow continuity in the vicinity of the sensor when the diaphragm deflects.

� prevent the sensor blocking the hole. The sensor is fixed into the housing using epoxy.

If the sensor is not seated correctly the distance between the end of the probe head and

sensor diaphragm may be less than desirable. It is suspected that this may have been the

cause of some initial problems encountered when developing these probes.

� reduce the effective mass the sensor diaphragm experiences when it deflects and thus

increase the natural frequency.

The effective mass experienced by the sensor diaphragm may be calculated from the kinetic

energy of the fluid moving with the diaphragm. The mass of fluid in each section of the internal
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geometry and its velocity is determined by
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where r is the internal radius, m is the mass of fluid in the section, w is the velocity of fluid

in the section, l is the length of each section, and lz is distance from the narrowest part of the

conical section in the axial direction. The subscripts i n, con, sen designate the inlet, conical
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Integrating the kinetic energy of the fluid in the probe head and tip, and then dividing through

by w2
sen=2, provides an estimate of the effective mass seen by the sensor diaphragm as
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Figure 8.4: Schematic of probe head internal geometry

The first and third terms inside the brackets of Eq. 8.3 determine the effective mass for the

sensor and inlet sections respectively. Examining these terms shows the effective mass per unit

length of the sensor section is less than that of the inlet provided rsens > rin. If considering

only the effective mass experienced by the sensor diaphragm it is desirable to maximise the

proportion of the internal tube at the diameter of the sensor diaphragm.

An estimate of the diaphragm stiffness may be obtained from the volume displaced under

pressure with the assumption of piston like deflection. The first resonant frequency, fwd , due
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to the mass of water in the head/tip and the elasticity of the diaphragm may be estimated from

fwd D
1

2 �

s
psenmax �

2 r 4
sen

�Vsenmax meff

(8.4)

where �Vsenmax is the maximum change in the volume Vsen when the transducer is subject to

its full scale pressure (FSP) rating, psenmax . �Vsenmax is determined from the displacement of

the diaphragm under pressure, discarding the assumption of piston like deflection: this is more

accurately described as a circular plate with clamped edges. The displacement of such a plate

when exposed to a uniform pressure is [74]
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in a cylindrical coordinate system (rcc , �cc, zcc) with its origin at the centre of the undeflected

plate. zcc.0/ is the maximum displacement of the sensor diaphragm at rcc D 0, �
P

is Poisson’s

ratio, Esen is the elastic modulus of the sensor diaphragm, and psen is the static pressure at

the sensor. Integration of the displacement with respect to rcc and �cc determines the change

in volume due to the displacement of the sensor diaphragm to be

�Vsen D
� zcc.0/ r 2

sen

3
(8.6)

Incidentally this volume is the same as a cone of maximum height zcc.0/ with a base radius of

rsen. The maximum deflection of this diaphragm should be less than a third of its thickness in

order to maintain linearity of better than 5% [75]. The thickness of the diaphragm, tsen, may

be estimated from its first resonant frequency in vacuum, fdia, using the results of Mazumdar

[76],

fdia D
10:215

2 � r 2
sen

s
Esen t2

sen

12 �dia

�
1 � �2

P

� (8.7)

where �dia is the density of the diaphragm, in this case stainless steel (7700kg=m3). Estimates of

the sensor diaphragm’s deflection and thickness are obtained using Eq. 8.5, Eq. 8.7, information

from the transducer’s data sheets and separate correspondence with the manufacturer stating

a diaphragm radius of � 1:4 mm. Table 8.1 details these values and estimates. These estimates

ignore the fact that the stated resonant frequencies were obtained at one atmosphere while Eq.

8.7 is valid in a vacuum.

The first resonant frequency increases and the sensitivity (mV =kPa) reduces as the trans-
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Full Scale Resonant Full Scale Calculated Calculated zcc.0/ at
�Vsenmax

.mm3/
Pressure Frequency Output tsen Full Scale Pressure

.kPa/ .kHz/ .mV / .�m/ .�m/

150 55 50 44 5:8 0:012

350 60 75 48 10:4 0:021

700 70 125 56 13:2 0:027

1500 100 125 80 9:7 0:020

Table 8.1: Properties of pressure sensors suitable for use in FRTPP

ducer full scale pressure increases. The change in the first resonant frequency is expected to

be proportionally greater than shown in Table 8.1 when one side of the transducer is adjacent

to water (as the mass of the diaphragm is small compared to the effective mass of the water).

The increase in full scale voltage with the increased full scale pressure also makes the selection

of the transducer with lower sensitivity and hence greater stiffness more attractive. As the

accuracy of the pressure measurements is not critical in determining the boundary layer state

the 350 kPa transducer was chosen for the boundary layer survey on the ellipsoid. Fig. 8.5

shows the frequency response in a turbulent boundary layer of the probe head with a tapered

internal geometry (Fig. 8.6(b)) where lcon D 10 mm, lin D 19 mm, lsen D 0 mm, rsen � 1:4 mm

and rin D 0:2 mm.

For an inlet with an ID of 0:4 mm, a sinusoidal displacement at 1000 Hz with sufficient

pressure to create a displacement, �Vsen, of 0:02 mm3 requires a maximum inlet velocity of

0:5 m=s assuming a slip condition on the walls. This rough estimate suggests that the small

diameter inlet will result in significant damping at higher frequencies. This is not necessarily

undesirable, as Arndt and Ippen [77] deliberately increased damping to flatten the main resonant

peak.

The sensitivity of the fwd (and f
H

) estimates to full scale pressure (FSP) rating and inlet

tube radius is shown Fig. 8.7, with an increase in rin from 0:20 mm to 0:25 mm. Thin-wall

hypodermic tubing with a ID and OD of 0:5 mm and 0:7 mm respectively has since been

sourced for use with the tips.

The Helmholtz resonance formed by the mass of water in the inlet and the compressibility of

the volume adjacent to the sensor must be considered. If any contribution due to the flexibility

of the diaphragm is momentarily neglected, the frequency of the Helmholtz resonator, f
H

, for
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Figure 8.5: Frequency response of FRTPP with 0:7 mm diameter tip, tapered internal section
and 350kPa transducer in a turbulent boundary layer. (lcon D 10mm, lin D 19mm,
lsen � 0 mm, rsen D 1:4 mm, and rin D 0:2 mm)

(a) Constant internal diameter (b) Tapered internal diameter

Figure 8.6: Probe head geometry.

the geometry shown in Fig. 8.4 with lcon D 0 is

f
H

D
vss

2�

s
r 2
in

r 2
sen lsen lin

(8.8)

where vss is the speed of sound in water (� 1500 m=s). For rsen D 1:4 mm, rin D 0:2 mm,

lsen D 5 mm, and lin D 25 mm the frequency of the Helmholtz resonator is � 3 kHz. This

suggests that a Helmholtz type resonance may be of concern and warrants further investigation.

The flexibility of the diaphragm contributes to the elasticity experienced by the mass of water

in the inlet. Allowing for the diaphragm results in

f
H

D
vss

2�

s
r 2
in

r 2
sen lsen lin .1 C Cdia/

(8.9)
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(a) rin D 0:20 mm

(b) rin D 0:25 mm

Figure 8.7: Calculated first resonant frequency of pressure transducer in the probe head. Using
a fixed distance between the probe tip and sensor of 30 mm so the external profile
may be tapered, with a minimum 10mm length of this low diameter tubing to allow
for a short length of tube parallel to the freestream before the 90ı bend into the
probe tip this figure examines the influence on the first resonant frequency of the
diameter of the remaining length of tubing between the tip and sensor. Increasing
the length of tubing with the diameter of the sensor reduces the effective mass of the
fluid and thus increases fwd however this change in length also influences f

H
.(Note:

for this figure rsen D 1:4 mm, Kbm D 2:23 GPa, vss D 1500 m=s)
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Sensor

Full Scale

Pressure .kPa/

lsen D 5 mm lsen D 10 mm lsen D 15 mm

lin D 25 mm lin D 20 mm lin D 15 mm

Cdia f
H
.Hz/ Cdia f

H
.Hz/ Cdia f

H
.Hz/

150 5:8 1170 2:9 1220 1:9 1330

350 4:4 1310 2:2 1340 1:5 1440

700 2:8 1570 1:4 1560 0:93 1640

1500 0:96 2180 0:48 1980 0:32 1980

Table 8.2: Influence of sensor diaphragm on Helmholtz resonance (Note: for this table
lcon D 0 mm, rin D 0:2 mm, rsen D 1:4 mm, Kbm D 2:23 GPa, vss D 1500 m=s)

where Cdia is the relative compliance of the diaphragm to that of the water in the volume

adjacent to the sensor, Vsen.

Cdia D
Kbm �Vsenmax

Vsen psenmax

(8.10)

where Kbm is the bulk modulus (adiabatic) of the water. Table 8.2 shows values for Cdia and f
H

for a number of sensors with different pressure ranges using the properties in Table 8.1. When

Cdia � 1 the elasticity of the diaphragm dominates and the behaviour of the fluid is more

accurately considered as the entire mass of water in the head and tip acting on the diaphragm

as previously discussed (as this analysis neglects the movement of the mass of water in the

volume adjacent to the sensor). When Cdia 6� 1 a Helmholtz resonance may be significant.

Fig. 8.7 includes curves showing estimates of f
H

when Cdia < 2. The work of Tang [78] suggests

that a tapered inlet, where the taper expands as it approaches the main volume, will marginally

increase the frequency of the Helmholtz resonance.

8.2.2 Probe Stem

The surface pressure on a circular cylinder in subcritical flow has a smaller negative excursion

(Cp � �1:4) than one that is supercritical (Cp � �2:2). The Reynolds number based on the

12 mm diameter probe stem, Re
D

, is 27:5 times less than the Reynolds number based on the

model length so, Re
D

is in the range of 36 000 to 145 000 for the these tests. At these Re
D

values the stem is expected to be subcritical. As the maximum freestream tunnel velocity will

result in a dynamic pressure of approximately 72 kPa the minimum surface pressure while the

stem is subcritical is expected to be greater than the vapour pressure, pvap , of water with the

test section at 110kPa. In practice cavitation inception occurred first in the core of the vortices

shed from the stem and not on its surface. With the test section at 110kPa cavitation occurred
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at Re
D

D 100 000 or a cavitation number, �c , of 3:0. The cavitation number is given by

�c D
pref � pvap

qref

(8.11)

which is � �Cp when pref � pvap . The inception cavitation number varied with Reynolds

number (e.g. �c � 2:75 at Re
D

D 78 000). In order to prevent cavitation on the stem the

tunnel is pressurised when running at the higher Reynolds numbers. As noted in Section 8.3

the major error in determining the position of the probe relative to the model occurs when the

tunnel is pressurised.

Figure 8.8: Boundary Layer Survey on Ellipsoid. Model rotated 45ı about xt to improve probe
access to pressure side. Dimpling the probe allowed a reduction in the test section
static pressure required to eliminate cavitation in the wake of the probe.

Cavitation occurred in the wake of the subcritical stem flow at a cavitation number greater

than would be experienced on the surface of a supercritical stem. In an effort to reduce the

strength of the shed vortices, and thus decrease the inception cavitation number, the surface of

the stem and stem adaptor was dimpled to encourage earlier boundary layer transition. This

dimpling results in a significant decrease in the inception cavitation number for the probe. After

dimpling of the stem and stem adaptor, cavitation was initially observed near the probe head

at �c � 2:2 at Re
D

D 114 000. The reduction in vortex strength was accompanied by reduced

overall probe vibration as detected by the measured pressure fluctuations in the freestream, but

the high frequency (> 1000 Hz) vibration appeared greater.
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The dimples on the stem were 0:11 ˙ 0:01 mm deep with a 1 mm radius. A row of dimples

was created by placing one every 15ı around the circumference of the stem. The next row was

offset 7:5ı azimuthally and 1:57mm axially. This pattern was repeated for the maximum length

of exposed stem. This pattern was maintained on the stem adaptor, with the depth, radius,

and spacing of the dimples reducing with the stem adaptor diameter (Fig. 8.8).

8.3 Determining Model Position

The position of the model in traverse coordinates is determined by touching the model at a

number of locations with the pitot probe and recording these points. The surface of the model

can be described by a quadratic function, so the points at which the probe touches the model

(neglecting the offset caused by the finite probe size) satisfy the following equation:

Ax2
tr C By2

tr C C z2
tr C Dxtryt C Extrzt C Fytr zt C Gxtr C Hytr C Iztr D 1 (8.12)

where xtr , ytr , ztr are the traverse coordinates and A; � � � ; I are constants. As long as nine

or more points on the surface of the body are known it is possible to determine the unknown

constants and thus the offset, orientation and size of the spheroid (or ellipsoid). Although

this method was simple to implement, results determined for the unknown constants using this

solution were sensitive to error in the measurement of the points. This sensitivity is due to Eq.

8.12 also being the equation for a number of different surfaces. A failing in this approach is

that it does not use all the information that is available, i.e. that the shape is an ellipsoid with

axes of known axes lengths ae, be and ce. The equation of an ellipsoid with its axes aligned to

the Cartesian coordinates xbc , ybc , zbc with an offset .x0; y0; z0/ is given by

�
xbc � x0

ae

�2

C
�

ybc � y0

be

�2

C
�

zbc � z0

ce

�2

D 1 (8.13)

Rotating this by .�tr ; �tr ;  tr / about .ztr ; ytr ;xtr/ respectively provides an equation for the

surface of an ellipsoid with known major and minor axes. In order to determine the model’s

position in traverse coordinates, the orientation .�tr ; �tr ;  tr/ and offset .z0; y0;x0/ need to be

determined. The non-linear equation obtained from the transformation of Eq. 8.13, together

with at least six points on the surface of the ellipsoid, may be used to determine the unknowns.

The non-linear Levenberg-Marquardt minimisation routine in LabView [79] was modified to

handle more than one independent variable to perform the minimisation. In practice about

twenty widely spaced points on the surface were measured in order to obtain positioning of the

surface to within 0:1 mm. For the spheroidal model there is no requirement to solve for the
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rotation about the xbc axis.

The position of the model with respect to the traverse needs a small adjustment when the

tunnel is pressurised as the side walls of the tunnel tend to deflect outwards under pressure. The

greatest deflection occurs at the top of the tunnel where the test section has reduced stiffness

due to the large opening for the top window. Removable external supports are used to minimise

this deflection.

8.4 Boundary Layer State

The boundary layer is initially laminar at the forward stagnation point. As it moves downstream

it may become turbulent. The transition from laminar to turbulent boundary layer flow is

described by Emmons [80]. The turbulent boundary layer is characterised by rapid fluctuations

in velocity and pressure due to the eddying motion. The start of transition is characterised

by short turbulent bursts with rapid velocity and pressure fluctuations. Further downstream

the duration and frequency of the turbulent signals increase until the boundary layer is fully

turbulent.

Hot films may be placed on the model surface [17], or pressure sensors may be placed flush

with the surface or behind pinhole tappings, in order to measure the fluctuations due to turbu-

lence [81]. These two methods have the advantage that they are essentially non-intrusive and

allow simultaneous measurements. A disadvantage is that they do not give useful information

in regions of separated flow. Each measurement point requires its own transducer and signal

conditioning equipment. Hot wire, hot film and pressure probes may be traversed along the

surface. These techniques allow for a high density of measurement points. However there are

errors associated with the intrusive nature of a physical probe. Regardless of the sensor, a

procedure is required to discriminate between periods of laminar and turbulent flow. Hedley

and Keffer [82], together with Canepa [83], provide reviews on a number of these techniques.

These methods provide the instantaneous intermittency,  , which has a value of 1 when the

boundary layer is turbulent and 0 when laminar. The time averaged intermittency, N , is given

by

N D
1

T

Z T

0

 .t/ dt (8.14)

where T is the total sample period and t is time.

The Peak-Valley Counting (PVC) algorithm [84] was used in this work. The detector func-

tion was taken as the magnitude of the time derivative of the FRTPP output squared. The

PVC algorithm determines that a peak or valley has been found when the local maxima or

minima exceed a threshold S . If another peak or valley occurs within the time window, Tw,
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the boundary layer is regarded as turbulent for the period between when the threshold was

first exceeded and the subsequent peak: accordingly  is set to 1 for this period. The starting

point of the window is brought forward to this next peak and the process is repeated until no

peak or valley occurs within the window Tw. On the final peak or valley the turbulent burst is

considered to end when the detector function no longer exceeds the threshold. The amplitude

of the threshold S and period of time window Tw used with this algorithm were determined

experimentally. The threshold amplitude varied between 0:005 kPa2=�s at Re
l

D 2:0 � 106 to

0:070 kPa2=�s2 at Re
l

D 4:0 � 106. A time window of 900 to 700�s was used for Re
l

between

2:0 � 106 and 4:0 � 106. Examples of the FRTPP output, detector function and PVC algorithm

are shown in Fig. 8.9 for a measurement on the spheroid.

For the spheroid no measurements are reported for ' D 0ı, �15ı, �165ı, �180ı as blockage

due to the probe is likely to make these measurements unreliable. For the computational studies

the position of the transition at ' D �30ı will be used for 0ı, �15ı; the result at ' D �150ı

will be used for �165ı, �180ı. The problem of blockage due to the probe is more pronounced

with the ellipsoid model due to its flattened cross section. In order to minimise this problem,

additional keyways machined at ˙45ı on the sting allow the model to be rotated about xt .

Using the model at these angles positions either the suction or pressure side of the model

towards the probe. This allows measurements to be taken at 'e D 0ı, �15ı, �165ı, �180ı with

minimal blockage from the probe (Fig. 8.8). It has the disadvantage of requiring two setups for

each incidence, placing the models at slightly different positions, and creating a slight change

in the angle of the flow as the test section has a 0:2ı angle on the flow measured from the top

window due to the slope on the test section floor. The boundary layer survey was the only test

conducted with the model rotated to these positions.

8.5 Spheroid Boundary Layer Survey Results

The traverse allows 200 mm of travel in the xt direction. The model position provides probe

access from xbc= l � �0:15 to xbc= l � 0:47. Measurements are taken every 5 mm in the xbc

direction although the length of the traverse is often shortened if a region is not believed to be

of interest. A 15ı increment is used in the azimuthal direction.

The transition process occurs over a relatively short proportion of the body length (typically

5%). A comparison of N for ˛ D 6ı, Re
l

D 3:0 � 106 with Dhawan and Narasimha’s [85]

distribution of intermittency

N D 1 � e�0:412 �2 I � D
xbc � x N0:00

x N0:75
� x N0:25

(8.15)
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Figure 8.9: Intermittency measurements on spheroid with 0:7mm diameter tip, Re
l

D 3:0�106.
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Figure 8.10: Comparison of measured N and Eq. 8.15 for the spheroid at ˛ D �6:2ı, Re
l

D
3:0 � 106. The reduction in N from its maximum value, most apparent for smaller
' and larger �, is due to the probe measuring in regions with thicker boundary
layers and possibly separated flow.

shows reasonable agreement (Fig. 8.10). x N0:00
is the axial starting location of transition in body

coordinates; other subscripts indicate the location of the corresponding value of intermittency.

The deviation between experimental points and Eq. 8.15 near the start of transition is similar

to that seen by Gostelow et al. [86] when examining the distribution of intermittency in a

range of pressure gradients. The implementation of the PVC method along with the selection

of thresholds and time windows chosen resulted in a maximum N � 0:96; this deviation is

apparent in Fig. 8.10. The reduction in N from its maximum value, most apparent for smaller '

and larger �, is due to the probe measuring in regions with thicker boundary layers and possibly

separated flow. Compensation is made for the angle between the attached flow and probe.

From the contour plot of N versus axial and angular position (e.g. Fig. 8.11) the locations of

the contour lines, N
0:25

and N
0:75

are determined . These lines are plotted for a range of Reynolds

numbers for ˛ D �6:2ı and �10:2ı in Fig. 8.13. A comparison of this data for ˛ D �10:2ı and

the location of boundary layer transition estimated from the surface pressure distribution, xtrp,

displays similar trends for all but the highest Reynolds number and is shown in Fig. 8.14. The
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xbc

zbc
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�120ı

N

Figure 8.11: Measured time averaged intermittency ( N ) for spheroid at ˛ D �6:2ı, Re
l

D
3:0 � 106.

estimate from the surface pressure is generally upstream of the location measured using the

probe by about 0:1 l to 0:15 l for Re
l

� 3:0 � 106. For Re
l

D 4:0 � 106 it appears the tappings

have caused the boundary layer to transition earlier. The disturbance caused by the tappings

may also play a role in the earlier transition at lower Reynolds numbers. A similar trend is seen

in the results shown in Table 8.3 for ˛ D �0:2ı. The results for ˛ D �0:2ı, Re
l

D 3:0 � 106 and

˛ D �10:2ı, Re
l

D 2:0 � 106 were discarded, as the transition location had shifted forward to

a location that was inconsistent with other measurements. The trend of the transition location

moving upstream as the Reynolds number increased and in regions of adverse pressure gradient

was observed as expected.

The forward shift in transition location is greatest near ' D 100ı for ˛ D �6:2ı and

˛ D �10:2ı. A potential streamline is calculated through this region for ˛ D �10:2ı and the

measured values for CP and N are interpolated along this path. These values combined with

the azimuthal angle of the streamline are displayed in Fig. 8.12. Assuming the fluid follows the

path of the potential streamline, the fluid encounters a steep adverse pressure gradient due to

the curvature of the model near xbc= l D 0:2; laminar-turbulent transition commences before

the steepest of this adverse pressure gradient, after being subject to a region of adverse pressure

gradient approximately 0:15 xbc= l long. The adverse pressure gradient (or increasingly adverse

pressure gradient) as the flow passes ' D �90ı towards the suction side is expected to have a

significant destabilising influence on any laminar boundary layer.
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0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

xbc
ybc

zbc

�60ı

�90ı

�120ı

N
(a) Measured time averaged intermittency ( N)

0.3 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9

xbc
ybc

zbc

�60ı

�90ı

�120ı

Cp

(b) Measured surface pressure distribution (Cp), truncated streamline

(c) Cp, N , and ' versus xbc= l

Figure 8.12: Interpolation of measured Cp and N for the spheroid along a streamline calculated
from classical potential solution, ˛ D �10:2ı, Re

l
D 3:0 � 106. The boundary

layer starts to become turbulent approximately 0:15 l after first encountering an
increasingly adverse pressure gradient.
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(a) ˛ D �6:2ı

(b) ˛ D �10:2ı

Figure 8.13: Intermittency measurements on spheroid. These results are used to set the bound-
ary layer state in the calculations presented in Chapter 9.

Figure 8.14: Comparison of transition locations on spheroid at ˛ D �10:2ı estimated from
measured surface pressure distributions, xtrp , and 75% intermittency position,
N 0:75, derived from the boundary layer survey. The estimate of the location of
the boundary layer transition from the surface pressure distributions is generally
upstream of the location determined from the boundary layer survey.
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Re
l

1:0 � 106 2:0 � 106 3:0 � 106 3:5 � 106

'
xt rp

l

x N 0:25

l

x N 0:75

l

xt rp

l

x N 0:25

l

x N 0:75

l

xt rp

l

xt rp

l

x N 0:25

l

x N 0:75

l

30ı 0:36 0:38 0:40 0:32 0:32 0:35 0:32 �0:42 0:20 0:24

90ı 0:36 0:40 0:42 0:32 0:35 0:37 0:32 �0:42 0:16 0:18

150ı 0:36 0:36 0:38 0:32 0:31 0:33 0:32 �0:42 0:06 0:08

Table 8.3: Estimate of boundary layer transition location on the spheroid for ˛ D �0:2ı from
surface pressure measurements and position of 25% and 75% intermittency locations
determined from the boundary layer survey.

8.6 Ellipsoid Boundary Layer Survey Results

Improved automation of the traverse allowed a decrease in azimuthal interval to �'e D 7:5ı for

the ellipsoid boundary layer survey; a 5 mm interval was maintained in the xbc direction. The

measurements at ˛ D 0:2ı where contaminated for 'e between �75ı and �90ı. This upstream

shift in transition location was initially explained as being associated with the convergence of

potential flow streamlines seen in Fig. 7.29. The observations’ that the streamwise location of

transition is independent of Reynolds number and lies upstream of the convergence of potential

streamlines leads to the conclusion that the thin wedge of turbulent boundary layer between

'e D �75ı and �90ı is due to a fine leak at the mid-body join.1 In this region the points shown

in Fig. 8.15(a) were taken from between 'e D �90ı and �105ı, assuming symmetry. No results

were recorded at Re D 4:0�106 due to a positioning error that required a probe reconstruction.

In general it appears that the results at zero incidences, for both the spheroid and ellipsoid,

are more susceptible to disturbances triggering premature boundary layer transition. This may

be explained by the favourable pressure gradient on the pressure side suppressing disturbances

that may lead to boundary layer transition and the earlier transition on the suction side pro-

viding a smaller distance over which these unwanted disturbances can occur. Another factor to

consider in this observation is that the thinner boundary layer on the pressure side will be more

susceptible to surface disturbances, while the thicker boundary layer on the suction side will be

less so. The transition location for Re
l

D 4:0 � 106 at ˛ D �6:2ı and �10:2ı shows a tendency

to shift suddenly upstream on the pressure side. This shift is believed to be associated with

minor perturbations, predominantly at the centre join. At ˛ D �0:2ı these shifts were seen for

Re
l

� 3:0 � 106.

Except as noted above the transition location for the ellipsoid model at all incidences shows

1Another survey at this incidence for 'e between �90ı and �180ı , discarded due to a disturbance near
'e D �142:5ı , showed a transition location at 'e D �97:5ı considerable further downstream (xbc= l � 0:35)
than that seen at 'e D �82:5ı . Due to (approximate) symmetry the result at these two angles should be
similar.
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a gradual shift upstream as the Reynolds number increases. It should be recalled from earlier

testing that a laminar separation may precede a transition to turbulence. This was observed

in the surface pressure measurements at Re
l

D 1:0 � 106 and in the flow visualisation at

Re D 2:0 � 106 for ˛ D �10:2ı on the pressure side. The forward shift in transition location

near 'e D 100ı for ˛ D �6:2ı and ˛ D �10:2ı is more pronounced with the ellipsoid than the

spheroid. It is reasonable to assume the ellipsoid’s larger adverse azimuthal pressure gradient

is responsible.

The comparison of the location measured for N 0:25 using the FRTPP and the location of

boundary layer transition estimated from the surface pressure measurements is shown in Fig.

8.16. For Re
l

� 2:5 � 106 the location estimated from the surface pressure measurements is

upstream of the location of N 0:25 measured using the FRTPP by around 0:15l . This is similar to

the difference observed between these two measurements over this Reynolds number range for

the 3–1 spheroid. The difference may be due to additional disturbance caused by the tapping

holes; it is also possible that the influence on the surface pressure caused by boundary layer

transition is being detected upstream of the location of transition. For Re
l

� 3:5 � 106 it

is believed that disturbance caused by the tappings is causing the location of boundary layer

transition to move significantly upstream for a large proportion of the measurement locations.

The N 0:25 curve for the ellipsoid at ˛ D �6:2ı, Re
l

D 2:5 � 106 is overlaid on the flow

visualisation for the same conditions in Fig. 8.17(a). This figure shows the curve for N 0:25

slightly downstream of the open separation for 'e between �75ı and �105ı. The convergence

of flow onto this separation line creates a divergence of flow near xbc= l D 0:04, 'e D �120ı.

This flow divergence should thin the boundary layer between 'e D �120ı and 'e D �150ı,

which may account for the delay in transition at this azimuth. Similar behaviour is seen for the

N 0:25 curve and the flow visualisation at Re
l

D 2:0�106. This behaviour is apparent to a lesser

extent at ˛ D �6:2ı, Re
l

D 3:0�106, where the flow visualisation shows no open separation line

but a general convergence of surface streamlines towards 'e D �90ı from 'e D �110ı near the

midbody. At ˛ D �6:2ı, Re
l

D 4:0 � 106 there is no remnant of the open separation divergence

of surface streamlines from the region between 'e D �120ı and 'e D �150ı.

It is worth noting at this point that the divergence apparent in the surface streamlines may

provide an explanation for the transition occurring further downstream. In Subsection 7.2.2 the

presence of transition and the associated increase in shear stress was linked to a deviation in

surface streamlines when the transition line and the surface streamlines meet at a small angle

(Fig. 7.9).

For ˛ D �10:2ı, Re
l

D 2:5 � 106 the N 0:25 curve on the ellipsoid is slightly upstream of the

separation on the flank and shifts rapidly upstream in the region of adverse azimuthal pressure
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(a) ˛ D �0:2ı

(b) ˛ D �6:2ı

(c) ˛ D �10:2ı

Figure 8.15: Intermittency measurements on ellipsoid.
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Figure 8.16: Comparison of transition locations on ellipsoid at ˛ D �10:2ı estimated from
measured surface pressure distributions, xtrp , and 75% intermittency position,
N 0:75, determined from the boundary layer survey.

gradient. Although a kink in the surface streamlines is apparent at xbc D 0:0, 'e D 100ı

(Fig. 8.17(b)) no general divergence in the surface streamlines is evident as was the case in Fig.

8.17(a) where an open separation was present. The N 0:25 curve has a gradual shift upstream

between 'e D 120ı and 180ı.

8.7 Ellipsoid Wake Survey

Shifting the ellipsoid 150 mm upstream in the xt direction allowed the traverse to position the

FRTPP in the wake of the ellipsoid (but before the support foil). This was then used to measure

the total pressure in the yt–zt plane. For this survey the FRTPP used a 1:05 mm OD, 0:69 mm

ID tip. Results from this survey are presented with those of the CFD in Section 10.3 to allow

convenient comparison.

8.8 Summary

A three-dimensional traverse and FRTPP were manufactured along with corresponding elec-

tronics and software. These items were used to perform a boundary layer survey on the models.

The PVC method was applied to the time derivative of the FRTPP output squared to determine

the variation of turbulent intermittency with time,  .t/.

The boundary layer transition generally occurs over a small portion of the total model length,

in the order of 5%. Narasimha’s intermittency function  .x/ was found to be a reasonable fit to

the measured streamwise intermittency variation N.x/. Contours of N 0:25.'/ and N 0:75.'/ were
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determined from the boundary layer surveys. The position of these curves and Narasimha’s

intermittency function will be later used to interpolate the intermittency across the mesh used

in the computational studies. The location of transition regions except as noted below behave

as expected, shifting upstream with increasing Reynolds number and unfavourable pressure

gradients.

The boundary layer survey reinforced concerns that at the higher Reynolds numbers the

sudden shift forward seen in the transition location estimated from the surface pressure mea-

surements is influenced by the tappings. At lower Reynolds numbers the transition location

estimated from the surface pressure measurements displayed similar trends to those obtained

from intermittency measurements using the FRTPP, but was generally further upstream by

about 10% to 15% of the body length (l).
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(a) ˛ D �6:2ı , the convergence of flow onto the open separation line creates a divergence of
flow near xbc= l D 0:04, 'e D �120ı that may be responsible for the later boundary layer
transition between 'e D �120ı and 'e D �150ı . Note - The thickening of fluid near the
xbc= 0 is seen to move downstream in the sequence of photos.

(b) ˛ D �10:2ı , although a kink in the surface streamlines is apparent at xbc D 0:0, 'e D 100ı

(Fig. 8.17(b)) no general divergence in the surface streamlines is evident as was the case in
Fig. 8.17(a)

Figure 8.17: N 0:25 contour (black line) and location of transition estimented from surface pressue
measurements (blue) overlayed on surface flow visualisation of ellipsoid, Re

l
D

2:5 � 106.
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